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CHAMPIONING UX
MY ROLE is to work within engineering-heavy cultures and advocate for users and
usability.
I have recommended design
changes to companies in
memorable ways, including
hosting a User Test Film Festival
and maintaining an internal "Top
Problems" blog.
As a designer at Reddit, the
fourth-largest website in the US
(with one of the oldest
codebases), part of my challenge
has been to establish tools and
process to guide a rapidly
growing design team.
Second Life was a data-driven
culture, so to more clearly
understand how users behave I
launched a research program,
conducting formal observations along with more covert tactics such as monitoring
forums, Twitter, crash logs, and user-generated documentation.
As Lead Information Architect at realtor.com, I helped inform cultural change at a
leadership level. My work has helped convince product managers and engineers that
planning for usability can be part of good development practice.
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CASE STUDIES

INFORMATION
ARCHITECTURE
I introduced IA practices to
Realtor.com’s taxonomy and
led the way to a responsive
site layout.

ANDROID MUSIC APP

SECOND LIFE REDESIGN

Re-architecting a tangled
Android app for Cricket
Wireless’s Muve Music.

Our team took on a huge
redesign of the Second Life
Viewer. The software is now
cleaner and more effective.

INFORMATION
VISUALIZATION

DIGITAL LIBRARY

‽
ERROR MESSAGES
I re-wrote over 600
notifications for the Second
Life software and web
properties.

DYNAMIC
SPECTROGRAMS
I designed an application
that created editable,
dynamic spectrograms from
any sound file.

A new product to surface
data about a neighborhood’s
real estate market at a
glance.

Starting with a data model, I
designed the front end for
the world’s largest collection
of animal sounds.

BILLING

REFRESHING REDDIT

Legacy decisions made it
hard for users to spend
money – even when they
tried.

The design was gnarly, and
that was just how people
liked it.
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REFRESHING REDDIT
THE GOAL Stop the bleeding. Help Reddit grow into a world-class platform.
MY ROLE Grew from a UX Designer on a 2-person team to a Senior Product
Designer on a 12-person team.
Moderators (the thousands of volunteers who maintain quality and stability) had
been so unhappy that they staged a walkout, leading to parts of the site
disappearing, and a change in company leadership. This was on my first day. Our
team acted fast to ship a series of improved workflows and tools which led the
company out of crisis.
As things settled down, I was responsible for the end-to-end design of
complex cross-product features and experiences. My projects
included: redesigning moderator tools, a visual refresh
of reddit.com, redesign of the mobile web site, and
user on-boarding.
As the team grew, I moved more toward an Information
Architecture specialization, constructing internal metadata
frameworks, helping build product requirements and User
Journey maps, and training new team members.

RESULT
Reddit has become the 4th largest website in the US.
Mobile website use increased by 25% after redesign.
After running a series of 25 A/B tests in a single
quarter, and learning the limitations of incremental
design, our team was able to make a case for a
total redesign and refactor (ongoing).
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE
REALTOR.COM
As the company’s first Information Architect,
I needed to forge paths across product silos
in a historically divided company.

MY ROLE Working on a legacy codebase
allowed me to pursue my natural
talent for rooting out troubled user
experiences. I used a variety of
methods to push improvement,
including executive demos, endless
wiki pages, infiltrating JIRA,
creating straw UI to drive
requirements, and ominously
looming near Product Managers.

“Erica was a critical element
in our successes this year –

RESULT During my tenure, the

including the delivery of
some of the biggest

company was acquired by News Corp. We
were told that this decision was informed by

efforts.”

BOSS

recent improvements made by our UX team.
UUs were up 35% the same quarter.

NAVIGATION

RESPONSIVE

CROSS-SILO

I redesigned navigation

I wrote an internal manifesto in

I worked at a leadership level,

taxonomy, reduced the number
of links, and normalized labels.

favor of re-coding Realtor.com
as a responsive site. The site
launched in early May.

forging alliances to ensure
cohesive user experiences.
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ANDROID MUSIC APP
CLIENT: CRICKET WIRELESS
Cricket requested a redesign for Muve, their legacy on-demand Android music service.
At the time our firm was contracted, the service was in the process of becoming an
international giant, but was saddled with an outdated mobile app.

MY ROLE As a Senior UX designer at OSB Music, I created and
led IA initiatives, produced wires, user flows, design documents,
interface design, and facilitated client meetings.

RESULT The redesigned app was sold along with the company
in 2014.

FLOWS & USER STORIES

DASHBOARD

I used weekly design reviews with the
client as a chance to update requirements
& iterate end-to-end flows.

INFO ARCHITECTURE

RAPID ITERATION

By analyzing the structure of the
app, I significantly reduced the number of
steps needed for a user to find & play music.

I used Omnigraffle to mockup layout
and data display options.
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SECOND LIFE REDESIGN
MY ROLE As Senior UX designer for the 3D virtual world
of Second Life, I gathered requirements, designed product

BEFORE

specifications, contributed to visual design, guided
contractors, and lead a team to implement the UI using the
software’s internal GUI language. The challenge was to
design a welcoming frame for a bewildering variety of
user-generated content. I was involved in redesigning
every aspect of the software’s front end.

RESULT The redesign helped Second Life reach their
goal of increasing active users by 40% to 1 million. New
user attrition dramatically decreased, and led to the largest
growth month in nearly 4 years.

AFTER
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SECOND LIFE REDESIGN

•
•
•

New visual style
1-click actions
Onboarding and training

•
•
•

50% fewer menu options
More configurable
New search UI

•
•

Multiple rounds of user
tests
Active users increased by
40%

WHAT IS THAT THING?

TO KILL A FEATURE

SIMPLER MENUS

I designed interactive
popovers to give users a
consistent way to access
data about objects in the 3D
world.

I listed open bugs, surveyed
users, and identified new
ways to research usage data.
I proved that the feature
should be removed.

I led teams to architect and
relabel all menu items.

ERICA FIRMENT
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AFTER

•

49 items, 5 sections
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SECOND LIFE REDESIGN
USER STUDIES REVEALED AN
UNHAPPY TRUTH...
The Second Life Avatar Editor was
making avatars ugly. There were so
many controls that users gave up, or
accepted an avatar they didn't like.

MY ROLE I was tasked with
overhauling the Avatar Editor. I
turned to the open source
community for input. We maintained
an open conversation about the
screenshots as it evolved.

RESULT The new tool had a 50%
smaller footprint, 1-click actions,

AFTER

feature, and I posted daily

and a simplified architecture. I
designed new UI elements that had
not been previously available to the
software due to its age, such as
draggable resize bars, and loading
indicators. These quickly propagated
throughout the application.

BEFORE

Our biggest success was not the new
features, but the process of openly
building a tool that reflected the
needs of the user community.
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ERROR MESSAGES
BEFORE

SECOND LIFE ERROR MESSAGES
An interface is most vulnerable to user
abandonment when something goes
wrong.
Second Life’s notifications and error
messages gave bad advice, used internal
jargon, and spewed lines of code.
I re-wrote over 600 notifications for the

AFTER

software and web properties.
These changes improved localization and
provided specific next steps.
On many occasions, I redesigned
behaviors or interactions to prevent an
error from occurring.

‽

.

i

THERE IS NO ERROR

AVOID EXTRA WORDS

CONTEXTUAL HELP

Rather than throwing an error, I

Shortened and tighten

Tooltips, ambient notifications,

disabled or altered the UI to

sentences. Provided information ghosted text, rollover info,

prevent the user from making a

only when needed. Added

iconography, and a contextual

mistake.

images and screenshots.

knowledge base browser.
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INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
REALTOR.COM
Learning the demographics of an area is an important part of
finding a new home.

MY ROLE I was engaged to design a new set of pages for
realtor.com showcasing information about
geographic areas in an easy to consume way.

RESULT Though never fully implemented,
the new section became one of the site’s
largest sources of organic traffic, and boosted
SEO efforts to create embeddable content.
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DIGITAL LIBRARY

IT WAS MY FIRST DAY at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, and there was a huge poster rolled up
on the table. It unrolled to reveal the data model for what became the world's
largest online collection of animal recordings. My job was to design an interface
to turn that data model into a robust search and scientific cataloging tool with a
welcoming public front end.
*Metadata included everything from species information, geolocation, and recording
devices, to an ontology of animal behavior created specifically for the collection.

HOW do you make a results

FEATURED on the front page of

page full of sound recordings
visually compelling?

Digg, and the cover of Science
Magazine.

The collection later merged with
I linked thumbnail images to
nodes of the taxonomic tree and the site All About Birds, which
dynamically generated cover art. won a Webby in 2010.
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DYNAMIC SPECTROGRAMS
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
THE GOAL Allow people to listen to sounds of all sorts of animals –
including crickets, seals, whales, fish, and birds – while viewing
dynamically generated waveforms and spectrograms of the sound. Users
may change settings as the recording plays.

MY ROLE was to act as visual designer, Create the Flash interface and
code UI interactions. The application used Interactive Quicktime with a
Flash front end. The component was limited to Flash 4, which required
creating each form element and state by hand.

RESULT
Winner of 2006 Science Magazine Visualization Challenge
for interactive multimedia.
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BILLING
SECOND LIFE
It was hard for users
to spend money – even when
they tried.

MY ROLE was to analyze the
UX of payment and upgrade

BEFORE

flows.
I found that specific transaction
points were overly complex and
off-putting.

RESULT After I presented the
results to executives, fixing the
experience became the
company’s top priority.

MY ROLE was to work with
another designer and quickly

AFTER

improve the upgrade
experience. We eliminated
breakpoints, merged steps,
untangled the IA, and added
small incentives.

RESULT Premium account
upgrades
increased by
24,000%.
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